Activity #1: Describe one of the live snakes in Titanoboa. What does its skin look like? How are its pupils shaped?

Activity #2: What do the live snakes have in common with the model of Titanoboa, and how are they different?

Get your March stamp at the Visitor Services Desks. Do you have eight stamps yet? **If you do, it’s time to collect your prize in the Academy Shop!**

Test Your Local Snake Knowledge

1. All snakes see humans as food.  
   True  False

2. The timber rattlesnake is 3 to 5 inches long when full grown.  
   True  False

3. Garter snakes are active during the day as they hunt for worms and slugs.  
   True  False

Check your answers and learn more at [anspblog.org](http://anspblog.org).
Answers from the February Activity Sheet

Activity #1: There are many animals that aren’t dinosaurs in Dinosaur Hall: mosasaurs, sea turtles, an ichthyosaur, an ammonite, and an xiphactinus. Did you find them all?

Activity #2: There’s a rattle snake in the black bear diorama. There’s also a tortoise in the desert of Borku, a box turtle in the white-tailed deer, and three lizards in the Sonoran desert.

Eddie’s Coloring Corner
Snakes regularly molt, or shed, their skin by rubbing up against rough surfaces. Color the skin on the snake below with a different pattern on each alternating section. When you’ve finished, you can cut the snake out along the thick black lines!